NOTES

Cues are available on any relay of the 37-pin connector, and must be mapped by the affiliate.

The first break is a soft break that will float each day. Breaks 2 and 3 are hard breaks.

Show Website: www.billymadisonsshow.com
Listener Call-In Line 1-855-FU-BILLY

Stations with questions about XDS should contact Affiliate Technical Services Department, Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to 6:00 pm, ET at (914) 908-3210 or techservices@cumulus.com.

Stations with satellite difficulties during the LIVE feed should call the Technical Operating Center at (914) 908-3220.

Stations with programming questions about the Billy Madison Show program should contact Stefan Jones via telephone (651) 793-8400 or email at stefan@nineballradio.com.